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INTRODUCTION AND DISTRICT BACKGROUND
The Ocean View School District has contracted with Davis Demographics (Davis) to update
and analyze demographic data relevant to the District’s facility planning efforts. The scope of
contracted work includes: mapping the District, geocoding a student file that is usually
representative of October's official head count, developing and researching pertinent demographic
data, identifying future residential development plans, if any, and developing a seven year student
population forecast. Davis will then assist the District in developing solutions for housing future
student population. This study was prepared to assist the District’s efforts in evaluating future site
requirements and attendance area changes.
The purpose of this report is to identify and inform the District of the trends occurring in the
community; how these trends may affect future student population; and to assist in illustrating
facility adjustments that may be necessary to accommodate the potential student population shifts.
The District can then use this information to better plan for the need, location and timing of facility
or boundary adjustments.
The Sources of Data section details where the two sources of data, geographic and nongeographic, are collected and how each data item is used in the seven year student population
forecast model.
The Seven Year Forecast Methodology section discusses, in detail, how the factors used in
the study were calculated and why they were used. These factors include: the calculation of
incoming kindergarten classes, additional students from new housing (referred to as student yield),
the effects of student mobility, and a detailed review of planned residential development within the
District.
The Student Resident Forecast Summary sections are a review of school year 2015/16's
student resident forecast results. Included in these sections are a district wide student population
forecast summary and a projected resident student population summary for each existing
attendance area and study area.
While reading this report, it is important to remember that this is a snapshot of current and
potential student population based upon data gathered in fall 2015. Population demographics
change, development plans change, funding opportunities can change, District priorities can
change, and therefore, new forecasts and adjustments to the overall Facilities Master Plan will
continue to be necessary in the future.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For over a decade the Ocean View School District (O.V.S.D.) has been experiencing decreasing
enrollment annually, with the exception of the 2014/15 to 2015/16 school years. From the
enrollment snapshot taken in October 2014 to the October 2015 snapshot there has been a slight
increase in overall enrollment. However an increase in inter-district transfers can account for the
gain. The resident student population declined slightly from 2014/15 to 2015/16.
After analysis of the District’s enrollment patterns over the last four years, Davis Demographics has
compiled a list of observations. Each of these items will have an effect on future District enrollment.
Potentially 1,500 school age children not going to an OVSD school
OVSD is capturing between 80%-85% of the school age population residing within the district
boundaries. There may be as many as 1,500 school age children living within the OVSD boundaries
attending a private school or a neighboring district. The Lake View ES and Village View ES are capturing
less than 70% of the estimated school age population. (Page 22 – Student Capture Rate by Area)
Possibility for an increase in future K class enrollment
Births in the area have increased since the base year of 2010 (assumes 2015/16 K class was born in
2010). In both the 92647 and 92649 zip code areas reported births have increased in 2011 through 2014
compare to the number of births in 2010. This points to an increase in future kindergarten enrollment
(Page 4)
Positive migration patterns
Mobility (a cohort measuring in and out migration patterns) is overly positive over all areas of the
district and all grades. Over the last four years there has been an average increase of 2% for each grade
as the student population matriculates through the system. Please note, Hope View, Lake View and Oak
View attendance areas were excluded from this study due to recent issues (page 6)
Some residential development but not a lot of students generated
There are four active residential projects in the district boundary with approximately 900 units (mostly
apartments) left to be built. These types of units do not usually attract families with school age children.
As these units are occupied over the next seven years the students generated will not have a major
impact on enrollment. Other projects within the OVSD boundaries are in the early planning stages and
need to be revisited in the future (page 10).
The tail-end of a population bubble graduates, but there is still potential growth
As the upper grades (5, 6, 7 and 8) with relatively large enrollment graduate out of the system they are
being replaced by comparatively smaller kindergarten enrollment. This pattern usually leads to
declining district enrollment. However, in the OVSD the positive migration patterns and potential
increase in future K enrollment not only mitigates the decline, there is potential for some minor growth
in enrollment over the seven year timeframe (page 14).
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SECTION ONE – METHODOLOGY
SOURCES OF DATA
Geographic Map Data
Four (4) geographic data layers were updated for use in the seven year student population
forecasts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Street Centerline Database
Study Areas
Schools
Students – Historical and Current

1) Street Centerline Data
. The street database has associated attributes that contains, but are not limited to, the
following fields: full street name, address range and street classification
The main function of the streets is in the geocoding process of the student data. Each
student is geocoded to the streets by their given residence address. The geocoding process places
a point on the map for every student in the exact location that student resides. This enables Davis
to analyze the student data in a geographic manner.
Another vital utilization of the digital street database is in the construction of study areas.
Freeways, major streets and neighborhood streets are generally used as boundaries for the study
areas.
2) Study Areas
Study areas are small geographic areas, similar to neighborhoods, and the building blocks of
a school district. Study areas are geographically defined following logical boundaries of the
neighborhood such as freeways, streets, railroad tracks, or rivers. Each study area is then coded with
the elementary, middle and high school that the area is assigned to attend. By gathering
information about the district at the study area level, Davis and the District can closely monitor
growth and demographic trends in particular regions and identify potential need for boundary
adjustments or new facilities.
3) Schools
The District provided school facility location information to Davis for the purpose of
mapping the District facilities. The school information includes school name, address, unique code
and capacity.
4) Student Data
a. Historical Student Data - Historical enrollment is used to compare past student
population growth and trends as well as the effects of mobility (move in, move out from existing
housing) throughout the District. Davis utilized the three (3) previous year'(2012/13, 2013/14 and
2014/15) geocoded students as historical data.
b. Current Student Data - A student data file for October 7, 2015 (received by computer
data file from the School District) summarized by grade level and by study area is used as a base for
student population forecasts. Existing students were categorized by study area through the
geocoding process that locates each student within a particular area based upon their given
address. The forecasts run each of the next seven years from school year 2015/16 through school
year 2022/23July 1, 2016
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c. Student Accounting The Student Accounting Summary (Table 1) indicates the total student
enrollment as of October 7, 2015 and the number of student used in the seven year student
population forecasts. The forecast model is based upon student residence and excludes students
residing outside of the District’s boundaries, students unable to be address matched and special
education students (special education students usually attend a school that services their particular
need).
Student Accounting Summary
School Year 2015/16 Actual Enrollment (10/07/2015)
Total Students Provided by District File (October, 2015)
Transitional-Kindergarten Students
Special Education Student
Students Living out of District
Students Unable to be address matched (incorrect address information)
Students marked as Home/Hospital and Non-Public

8,725
-213
-76
-488
-4
-7

Used as Base for 7- Year Projection based on Residence
Transitional Kindergarten
Special Education Student
Students Living out of District
Students Unable to be address matched
Students in District Summary

7,937
+213
+76
+488
+4
8,718

Table 1– Student Accounting Summary

Data Used for Variables
Two sets of data were compiled and reviewed for use in the seven year student population
forecasts by residence:
1. Births by Zip Code
2. Mobility Factors
1) Births by Zip Code Data
Birth data by postal zip code was obtained from the California State Department of Health
for the years 2008-2014 and roughly correlated to the Ocean View School District. Past changes in
historical birthrates are used to estimate future incoming kindergarten student population from
existing housing.
2) Mobility Factors
Mobility refers to the increase/decrease in the migration of students within the District
boundary (move-in/move-out of students from existing housing). Mobility, which is essentially a
modified cohort, is applied as a percentage of increase/decrease among each grade for every year
of the forecasts.
3) Student Yield Factors
Student Yield Factors is a simple calculation generated by analyzing a development and
determining the number of students that are residing in that development.
The student yield factors, combined with planned residential development units are used to
determine the number of students generated from new residential housing development projects.
Student Yield Factor calculations will be discussed again in the Seven Year Projection Methodology
section.
July 1, 2016
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SEVEN YEAR PROJECTION METHODOLOGY
The forecast methodology used in this study combines historical student population counts,
past and present demographic characteristics, and planned residential development to forecast
future student population at the study area level. District-wide forecasts are summarized from the
individual study area forecasts. These forecasts are based on where the students reside and where
they should be attending school. We use the actual location of where the students reside, as
opposed to their school of enrollment, in order to provide the most accurate estimate of where
future school facilities should be located. The best way to plan for future student population shifts
is to know where the next group of students will be residing. The following details the methodology
used in preparing the student population forecasts by residence.
Seven Year Forecast
Forecast are calculated out seven years from the date of the current year for several reasons.
The planning horizon for any type of facility is typically no less than five years, often longer. Seven
years are usually sufficient to adequately plan for facility adjustments. It is a short to mid-term
solution for planning needs. Forecasts beyond seven years are based on speculation due to the lack
of reliable information on birthrates, new home construction and economic conditions.
Why forecast are Calculated by Residence?
Typically, school district forecasts are based on enrollment by school. However, this
method is inadequate when used to locate future school facility needs, because the location of the
students is not taken into consideration. A school’s enrollment can fluctuate due to variables in the
curriculum, program changes, school administration and open enrollment policies. These variables
can skew the apparent need for new or additional facilities in an area.
The method used by Davis is unique because it modifies a standard cohort forecast with
demographic factors and actual student location. Davis bases its forecasts on the belief that
school facility planning is more accurate when facilities are located where the greatest number
of students reside.
The best way to plan for facility requirements is to know where the next group of students
will be residing. The following details the methodology used in preparing the student population
forecasts.
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PROJECTION VARIABLES
Each year of the forecasts, 8th grade students’ graduate and continuing students progress
through to the next grade level. This normal progression of students is modified by the following
factors:
1) Incoming Kindergarten
Live birth data is reported to the California State Department of Health by the resident postal
zip code of the mother. Davis uses the birth data by zip code roughly correlating to the District
boundary and applies the data accordingly. If need be a different birth factor can be applied to
various areas of the District.
Incoming kindergarten classes, for existing homes, are estimated by comparing changes in
past births in the area. Table 2 illustrates the total births for each zip code in the Ocean View
School District from 2010 to 2014. Davis assumes the current kindergarten class (2015/16) was
born in five years ago (2010). Future incoming kindergarten classes are estimated by comparing the
number births in 2010 to the number of births in 2011 – 2014. Davis compared the total births in
2010 to the total births in 2011, to determine a factor for next year's kindergarten class (2016/17).
The 2010 births were compared to 2012 (2017/18’s K class), 2010 to 2013 (2018/19’s K class) and
2010 to 2014 (2019/20’s K class).

Table 2 – Births by Zip
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Area Zip Codes
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2) Student Mobility Factors
Student mobility factors further refine the seven year student population forecasts. Mobility
refers to the increase/decrease in the migration of students within the District boundary (movein/move-out of students from existing housing). Mobility, similar to a cohort, is applied as a
percentage of increase/decrease to each grade for every year of the forecasts. A net student loss is
represented by a factor less than 1.000 and a net gain or no change by a factor greater than 1.000

(see Table 4).

Having historical student data categorized by study area is extremely helpful in calculating
accurate Student Mobility Factors. Davis was able to utilize the last four year’s (school years
2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15, and 2015/16) student data. The 2012/13 student data was compared
to 2013/14, 2013/14 to 2014/15, and 2014/15 to this year’s student data at the study area level.
Grades 1-12 Mobility were all calculated to correspond with the elementary school attendance
areas.
Due to the temporary closure of the Hope View, Lake View and Oak View school sites and
subsequent departure of students; Davis Demographics has excluded these three attendance areas
from all mobility calculations. The district wide mobility was used for forecast calculation in the
areas affected.

Table 3– Mobility Factors
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Mobility is the most influential factor in the forecast model. This factor is applied to every
kindergarten to 11th grade student residing within the district boundaries. In the example below
there are 55 kindergarten students residing within the Circle View ES attendance area in the
2015/16 school year. As those students progress through the grades and have the appropriate
mobility factor applied those 55 K students become 63.1 8th grade students in 2023/24.

3) Student Yield Factors
The Student Yield Factors (SYF), when applied to planned residential development units,
determine how many additional students will be generated from new construction within the
District (see Section Two for details on planned residential development).
At the time of this study the Ocean View School District did not have a student yield factor
for Davis to use. Davis decided to use student yield factors calculated for the San Dieguito Union
High School District (SDUHSD) in April 2016, specifically in the Encinitas SD and the Solana Beach
SD areas. These areas have some similarities with the OVSD; they cover coastal and inland
population, they feed into a high school district and most of their large tracts of land zoned for
residential housing has been built.

Table 4 – Student Yield Factors
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4) Planned Residential Development
Closely related to the Student Yield Factors are planned residential development units.
Planned residential development data is collected to determine the number of new residential units
that will be built over the time frame of the student population projections. The units built within
the next seven years will have the appropriate SYF applied to it to determine the number of new
students the planned residential development will yield.
This data was obtained through discussions with the City of Huntington Beach and local
developers. Data includes development name, location, housing type, total number of units and
projected move in dates (phasing). Phasing for planned housing is factored into the seven
projections. (See SECTION 2 for a detailed listing of the planned residential development).
In the student population projection by residence, DDP includes all Approved and Tentative
tract maps in addition to any planned or proposed development that will possibly occur within the
projection timeframe. The planned residential development information and phasing estimates is a
snapshot of the District at the time of this study. All of the information may change and should be
updated annually.
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APPLYING THE VARIABLES TO GENERATE THE FORECAST
The following paragraphs summarize how Davis uses the factors to determine the student
population forecasts. Remember that these forecasts are based on residence.
Ocean View School District has been divided into 189 study areas. Every study area is
coded with the school code of the elementary, middle and high schools attendance area it falls
within. The residential forecasts are calculated at the study area level. This means that Davis
conducts 189 individual forecasts that are based upon the number of students residing in each
study area.
The first step in calculated the forecasts is to tally the number of students that live in each
study area by each grade (Kindergarten through 8th grade). The current student base (school year
2015/16) is then passed onto the next year's grade (2015/16’s K become 2016/17's 1st graders,
2015/16's 1st graders become 2016/17's 2nd graders, and so on). After the natural progression of
students through the grades is applied, then Birth Factors are multiplied to the current kindergarten
class to generate a base for the following year's kindergarten class.
Next, a Mobility Factor is applied to all grades. Again, these factors take into account the
natural in/out migration of students throughout the District. The mobility factor is applied to each
student in every grade (K-8). A unique mobility factor is applied to each elementary school
attendance area determined by the mobility factor study.
To finish generating the forecasts by residence, the same process is conducted for each of
the 189 study areas. Once the forecasts have been run at the study area level, then it is simple
addition to determine forecasts for each of the District's attendance areas or for a district-wide
summary. For example, the residential forecasts for the Circle View ES attendance area is simply
the summary of all of the study areas that make up this specific attendance area (see section Five for
the forecasts of each elementary and middle school attendance areas).
The District Summary for the forecasts (section Four) is a total summary of all 189 study
areas. The forecasts excludes all of the students that attend a District school but live completely
outside of the District's boundaries, students unable to be geocoded, special education students
and independent study students. These students are factored back into the forecasts by calculating
their current overall percentage of student population, applying the percentage to future years and
adding it to the resident forecasts (please see the Attendance Matrices in section Three for a
breakdown of the out-of-district, special education and unmatched students by school). Davis adds
the current total out-of-district and unmatched students to each year of the forecasts because there
is no way to accurately forecast these students in the future.
Current and historical students, geographic data and non-geographic data are used to
calculate the factors used in the student population forecasts by residence. These factors are
applied using SchoolSite and forecasts are calculated for each study area for each grade.
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Forecast by Residence Flowchart
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SECTION TWO – PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
This data was obtained from the City of Huntington Beach and local developers. A
database and map of the planned residential development was created, including, when available,
project name, location, housing type, total number of units and estimated move in dates (phasing
schedule). Projected phasing is based upon occupancy of the unit and is used to help time the
arrival of students from these new developments.
In the student population projections by residence, Davis includes all Approved and
Tentative tract maps in addition to any planned or proposed development that possibly will occur
within the seven year projection timeframe. The planned residential development information and
phasing estimates is a snapshot of the District at the time of this study. All of the information may
change and should be updated annually.
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SECTION THREE – ATTENDANCE MATRICES
Two Attendance Matrices have been included to provide a better understanding of where
students reside and where they attend school. Remember, Davis projections are based upon
where the students reside, not the student’s school of enrollment. This method allows Davis to
provide the most accurate forecast of where shifts in student population may occur and where
changes to future facilities (if necessary) should be located. Therefore, since the projections are
based upon where the students reside, the figures we use as a base for each school's resident
projection may be slightly higher or lower than the actual reported enrollment for each school. The
best way to plan for future facilities is to know where the next group of students will be coming
from, not necessarily which school they are currently attending
Attendance matrices act as a check and balance for student accounting and illustrates
where the students reside (in what School of Residence) based upon their geocoded address and
which school they attend (School of Attendance) based upon District provided student data. It is
essential to show how the students used in the projections match up to the District’s records of
enrollment for each school. Furthermore, intra-district transferring patterns can be determined by
comparing School of Residence data to the School of Attendance data.
READING THE MATRIX
Starting with the K-5 Elementary School Attendance Matrix, let's begin with Circle View ES
as an example. Following down the first column with the Circle View ES heading, there are 417 K-5
grade students attending Circle View ES and reside in the Circle View ES attendance area.
Continuing downward, 36 students attend Circle View ES that resides in the College View ES
attendance area. Next it shows that 18 students attend Circle View ES and reside in the Golden
View ES attendance area, and so on.
Transitional Kindergarten is the number of TK students attending each school regardless of
where the student resides. There are 25 TK students attending Circle View ES. Special Education
refers to special education students attending the District’s schools. There are 0 Special Education
students attending Circle View ES. Inter-district Transfers refers to students living completely outside
of the Ocean View School District boundary, but attending the District's schools. There are 40 Out
of District students attending Circle View ES. Total Attendance is the total number of students
attending a school regardless of where they reside, and reflects the District’s enrollment counts for
each school. There are 677 students attending Circle View ES.
The next step is to read across the matrix, beginning with the Circle View ES attendance
area row. We know 417 represents the total number of K-5 grade students residing and attending
Circle View ES. The next column, College View ES refers to the number of K-5 grade students
residing in the Circle View ES attendance area, but attending College View ES. There are 5 students
residing in the Circle View ES attendance area but attending College View ES.
The Residence Total column to the far right of the matrix is the total number of students
living in that particular attendance area. There are 456 K-5 students residing in the Circle View ES
attendance area.
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SECTION FOUR – DISTRICT WIDE STUDENT POPULATION PROJECTION
The student population is projected out seven years for each of the study areas, attendance
areas and for the entire Ocean View School District. The District Wide Summary enables the
District to see a broad overview of future population shifts and what impact these shifts may have
on existing and future facilities. Each attendance area is summarized to give a more local view of
population changes and identify variances in the district. The study area listings enable the District
to monitor student population growth or decline in neighborhood areas within the District.
Together, these forecast summaries; present the means for identifying the timing of future
population shifts and overall facility adjustments needed to accommodate these shifts. At any time,
study areas and their projected resident students can be shifted between schools to assist in
balancing enrollment, school consolidation among various other analyses.
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District Wide Projection

District-Wide Summary Notes:
• Seven (7) students coded as Home/Hospital or Non-Public are not included in any of the
projections.
•

The District Wide Mobility was used for Hope View ES, Lake View ES and Oak View ES in
the projections

•

Special education students, out of district students (inter-district transfers) and students
unable to be address matched are anticipated fluctuate with the resident student
population.
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SECTION FIVE – ATTENDANCE AREA PROJECTIONS BY RESIDENCE
Elementary School Attendance Areas
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Elementary School Forecast by Residence

Does not include: Inter-district transfers, special education students and students unable to be address matched.
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Elementary School Forecast by Residence

Does not include: Inter-district transfers, special education students and students unable to be address matched.
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Elementary School Forecast by Residence

Does not include: Inter-district transfers, special education students and students unable to be address matched.
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Middle School Attendance Areas
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Middle School Forecast by Residence

Does not include: Inter-district transfers, special education students and student unable to be address matched
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SECTION SIX – STAFFING PROJECTIONS BY ENROLLMENT
Elementary School Forecast by Enrollment
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Middle School Forecast by Enrollment
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Student Capture Rate Analysis
Estimated student capture rates are used to give the district a rough estimate of the school
age population of each attendance area compared to the number of O.V.S.D. students residing
there. School age population is derived from overlaying O.V.S.D. attendance areas onto ESRI’s
estimated population by census block data. The data was compiled by TK-8 and by TK-5 and 6-8.
O.V.S.D. is capturing approximately 83% of the school age population residing within the
district’s boundaries.
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ESRI Demographic Data
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ESRI Demographic Data
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ESRI Demographic Data
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ESRI Demographic Data
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